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The Annals of Statistics 1989, Vol. 17, No. 1, 419-428 TESTING FOR A UNIT ROOT NONSTATIONARITY IN MULTIVARIATE AUTOREGRESSIVE TIME SERIES BY NIcoLAos G. FoUNTIS AND DAVID A. DICKEY North Carolina State University
The characteristic equation of a multiple autoregressive time series involves the eigenvalues of a matrix equation which determine if the series is stationary. Suppose one eigenvalue is 1 and the rest are less than 1 in magnitude. We show that ordinary least squares may be used to estimate the matrices involved and that the largest estimated eigenvalue has distributional properties that allow us to test this unit root hypothesis using critical values tabulated by Dickey (1976) . See also Fountis (1983) . If a single unit root is suspected, a model can be fit whose parameters are constrained to produce an exact unit root. This is the vector analog of differencing in the univariate case. In the fitting process, canonical series can be computed thus extending the work of Box and Tiao (1977) to the unit root case. and note that
Now t is positive definite and R is full rank so Jll > 0 and 'iJ DiJ22(Di) Lai and Wei (1985) . Results (ii) and (iii) follow by arguments similar to those of Lemma 3.4.3 in Chan and Wei (1988) . See also Dickey and Fuller (1979) and Tiao and Tsay (1983) . a 2. Distribution of estimators. The matrix A is a k X k real matrix whose eigenvalues determine whether the sequence {Yt} is stationary. If all of the eigenvalues of A are less than 1 in magnitude, we will say that the series is stationary. Otherwise we will say that it is nonstationary. This differs slightly from the convention for stationary series because we have fixed the initial value YO. Given the observations Y1, Y2,..., Yn, define the k x n data matrices Y= [Yt; t= 1,..., n] and YL= [Yt-1; t= 1,..., n].
The ordinary least-squares estimate of A is given by z19 tZ2, t-1 Chan and Wei (1988) and White (1958) give expressions for F and t as functionals of a Weiner process. V21i V22-However IV22 -Xni, n Io -II # 0 a.s. Hence eventually
Consequently,
by Lemma 4. Therefore 
where C=I-B1--Bp and Wj=Bj+ I Bj+B2 + +Bp. Note that C has exactly one zero eigenvalue. Let g1 be the right eigenvector Cgl = 0. This implies g, -(YBi)g1 so that BG1 = G1, where B is given in (2.3) and GTI (gT, gT, gT,.
, gT)T. Thus we can find a real matrix R such that R-1BR is block diagonal with upper-left block 1 and with the first column of R being G1. Let IT be the left eigenvector of C corresponding to the zero eigenvalue. Then there is a matrix T with T-1CT having 0 in all first row and all first column entries and with the first row of T` being IT. Let the first row of R1 be partitioned as (yjT, y2T, y3T,..., yT). Since this is a left eigenvector of B corresponding to the unique unit eigenvalue, we see that y= yTBi + yiT+1, i = 1, 2,..., p, where yp+l = 0. Summing over i we get yT(I -B1 -B2 --B) = 0 so that y1 can be taken to equal I and all other y's can be obtained from IT and the Bi's.
The transformation matrix T transforms Yt into T-1Yt which has a unit root process (not necessarily a pure random walk) as first entry and a stationary vector process forming the other k -1 entries. To see this, note that the matrix R-1 transforms Xt into Zt = R -1Xt which has a random walk zlt as its first entry and remaining entries forming a stationary process Z2t. Define the k x kp matrix H = [1, 0, 0,9..., 0] and note from (2.3) that HXt = Yt. We have T-'Yt = T-HRZt and we note that the first column of T-1HR is (1,0,0,..., 0)T which shows that only the first element of T-1lYt involves zlt. Granger and Weiss (1983) refer to the situation where linear combinations of nonstationary series are stationary as "cointegration." The last k -1 rows of T' provide cointegrating vectors in our case.
Let (t denote the first element of T-Yt. Note that (t can be expressed as a linear combination fOzlt + aOTZ2t with P # 0 using the arguments of the preceding paragraph. Similarly note that Yt = HRZt implies that the ith element of Yt can be expressed as Yit = I1z1lt + aTZ2t, where g1 = (Ih1 #2 ... *, Pk)T is the previously mentioned eigenvector of C. Using the orders of convergence of sums of squares and cross products for stationary and unit root processes, a simple regression of xit on (t produces a regression coefficient converging to Pi/Po. Now Xji -(Th/fif)ot = (aT-(I/O)aT)Z2t so the residuals from this regression are (approximately) stationary. Plots of these residual series show interrelationships of component series adjusted for the system nonstationarity. This regression approach was originally suggested to us by David Findley. Note that n t2Yt17 converges to a random (lim n 2 izt) multiple of g1gT so g1 is approximated by the eigenvector of n -2Y1T associated with the largest in magnitude eigenvalue of XYtYtT. This is an extension of Box and Tiao's (1977) approach for the stationary case.
4. Example. Consider the U.S. birthrate as measured in births per thousand married women from 1948 through 1980. A logarithmic transformation seems to be appropriate. Let Yi t be the log of birthrate for mothers age 20-24 and let Y2 t be the log of birthrate for mothers age 25-29. The data were obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Define the column vector Yt = (Ylit, y2 t)T. A plot of the data is given by the solid lines in Figure 1 .
Our estimated equation is [-0.1874 Computing Th 1Yt Ut and the first difference V Ut we fit (2.3), using least squares to get the coefficients for each row. Now the entire matrix system can easily be recast into the original Y scale using T on the restricted estimates (4.3), [-0.2897 This model contains an exact unit root and its forecasts are, then, the analog of forecasts from a differenced univariate series. A plot of Y, t Y2, t and the canonical unit root process (t is given in Figure 1 . The canonical series displays the overall trend in the data. We could plot the other canonical series but we feel it is more informative to regress each element yi t on {t and plotting the (singular) system of residuals as suggested earlier. A plot of the regression residuals for the birth series is given in Figure 2 . A study of this graph helps to reveal changing preference over time for motherhood earlier in life versus later in life. We do not claim that the adjusted series are white noise, only that they are stationary. Since the adjusted series taken together fonn a singular bivariate system, the autocorrelation structure of the two component series is the same. The first six autocorrelations are 0. 83, 0.52, 0.23, 0.03, -0.05 and -0. 08. An autoregressive model of order 2 with coefficients 1.3 and -0.5 fits the data well. The fitted autoregression has two complex roots with magnitude 0.75 which is consistent with an assumption of stationarity for these adjusted series. Whether 0.75 is significantly less than 1 would ideally be decided by a statistical hypothesis test, however it is unclear what the effect of our adjustment might be on available unit root tests.
